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Intern, Private Equity Advisory (Düsseldorf or Frankfurt Office) 

You are contemplating an Advisory or PE-Firm? Why decide? Join our fast-growing 
firm with an innovative business model that combines, highly professional Advisory 
Services with Principal Investing in technology-focused growth opportunities. 
Founded in 2013 by senior industry experts, we are still a young company with a 
can-do attitude and a fast-paced culture. With us, you have the opportunity to work 
day-to-day with our Partners and Directors, and gain valuable transaction 
experience as well as sector insights.  

We are looking for Interns with first professional experience, who enjoy working in 
a challenging and fast-paced environment, supporting financial sponsors such as 
PE and VC firms and their portfolio companies during all phases of a transaction. 

We offer an excellent working atmosphere in a highly dynamic, yet entrepreneurial 
driven team that consists of former C-level industry experts, seasoned private 
equity professionals and experienced consultants. At Rautenberg & Company you 
will take over significant responsibility, and benefit from deep project involvement 
and high client and senior exposure. 

Your tasks will cover the following areas with focal points depending on the current 
dealflow: 

• Deal / investment origination activities: origination and management of a deal 
flow as well as the initiation of a transaction, by means of structured search 
processes and based on our deal flow e.g. supporting strategic portfolio 
analyses, researching search criteria / strategies, supporting the origination of 
specific deals, etc. 

• Deal / investment execution activities (buy and sell side): Preparation and 
support of the purchase or sale of a company e.g. supporting lead advisory 
M&A projects, commercial or vendor DDs and supporting other DD streams, 
creating financial models, company valuations, capital measures on the equity 
or debt side, etc. 

• Post-closing & integration activities: Assistance during the critical post-
closing phase e.g. in the form of onboarding, supporting development of 100-
day programs and PMO for integration programs, etc. 

• Value creation activities: Initiation and support of value creation or operational 
improvement projects e.g. identifying growth opportunities, supporting 
strategic realignment, organizational improvement, cost reduction and growth 
initiatives such as expansion plans, synergy realization, etc. 

• Exit readiness support: Optimization of both market readiness and exit 
proceeds by means of an extended business plan based on clearly defined 
value creation measures, e.g. supporting the optimization of exit readiness and 
sales proceeds e.g. by means of enhanced business planning, preparation of 
sales documentation and data room, coaching of management through the 
entire sales process, etc. 
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Your Qualifications: 

• Strong academic background with excellent grades from a top-tier Business 
School / University, ideally a B.Sc. degree (or equivalent) 

• 1-3 relevant internships in strategic consulting, private equity, investment 
banking, corporate finance, or M&A advisory, ideally complemented with first 
industry experience (e.g. TMT, Industrial, Healthcare, FMCG, Retail) 

• Propensity to work not only for MNCs but primarily in a more entrepreneurial 
setting (SMEs; ‘Mittelstandsaffinität’) 

• Sound accounting and finance skills, complemented by first modelling 
experience and valuation techniques, as well as good analytical reasoning  

• Solid business acumen and understanding of business models and markets 
• First Experience in supporting transaction related projects 
• Desire to deliver high-quality work, while being pragmatic 
• Proven ability to work well in small teams and high interpersonal skills 
• Strong work ethics and a down-to-earth attitude  
• Fun to be around 
• High motivation and entrepreneurial passion to facilitate the firm’s growth path 
• Fluency in German (minimum level: C1) and English; additional languages are 

highly welcome 
• Profound knowledge of Microsoft Office (Excel, PowerPoint, Word, Outlook) 

and research tools 

About Rautenberg Moritz & Co. 

Rautenberg Moritz & Co. supports financial sponsors and their portfolio companies 
during all phases of a transaction. 

In our Advisory business, our services to assist such phases include the origination 
of a transaction, support in all execution aspects on the buy side or the sell side. 
For our clients’ portfolio companies, we assist in the onboarding process as well as 
in 100-day and integration programmes. Our value creation projects not only 
support companies through phases of critical growth, but also when improving the 
cost base. Finally, we are helping portfolio firms get ready for a successful exit. 

In selected cases, our Investment Management business takes over, based on 
broad and long-term mandates, the running of individual portfolio companies or 
even entire portfolios of financial investors. 

Our own Principal Investment arm invests into the equity of companies, alongside 
our clients if requested. We invest either directly or by converting parts of our fees 
from our advisory or investment management engagements. 

This integrated and flexible approach ensures that our clients receive best-in-class 
services from our experienced and highly competent team. We render advice with 
a full alignment of interest and a maximum focus on results, based on our profound 
experience and competence. 

Our client base includes family offices, private equity funds and venture capital firms 
as well as select corporates. With offices in Düsseldorf, Frankfurt and London, we 
are present in key centres of the European investment industry and proximity to 
sites of our clients’ active and potential investments. 

 

 


